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	Knowledge Discovery demonstrates intelligent computing at its best, and is the most desirable and interesting end-product of Information Technology. To be able to discover and to extract knowledge from data is a task that many researchers and practitioners are endeavoring to accomplish. There is a lot of hidden knowledge waiting to be discovered – this is the challenge created by today’s abundance of data.


	Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is the process of identifying valid, novel, useful, and understandable patterns from large datasets. Data Mining (DM) is the mathematical core of the KDD process, involving the inferring algorithms that explore the data, develop mathematical models and discover significant patterns (implicit or explicit) -which are the essence of useful knowledge. This detailed guide book covers in a succinct and orderly manner the methods one needs to master in order to pursue this complex and fascinating area.


	Given the fast growing interest in the field, it is not surprising that a variety of methods are now available to researchers and practitioners. This handbook aims to organize all major concepts, theories, methodologies, trends, challenges and applications of Data Mining into a coherent and unified repository. This handbook provides researchers, scholars, students and professionals with a comprehensive, yet concise source of reference to Data Mining (and additional selected references for further studies).


	This book organizes key concepts, theories, standards, methodologies, trends, challenges and applications of data mining and knowledge discovery in databases. It first surveys, then provides comprehensive yet concise algorithmic descriptions of methods, including classic methods plus the extensions and novel methods developed recently. It also gives in-depth descriptions of data mining applications in various interdisciplinary industries.
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Financial Accounting: An Integrated Statements ApproachSouth-Western College, 2006

	Duchac, Reeve, Warren provides an effective new approach to help accounting majors and business students learn and understand financial accounting. The text introduces an integrated financial statements framework that clearly illustrates the inter-relationships between the cash flow statement, income statement and the balance sheet. This...
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Beginning C for Arduino: Learn C Programming for the ArduinoApress, 2012

	Beginning C for Arduino is written for those who have no prior experience with microcontrollers or programming but would like to experiment and learn both. This book introduces you to the C programming language, reinforcing each programming structure with a simple demonstration of how you can use C to control the Arduino...
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Expert Performance Indexing for SQL Server 2012 (Expert Apress)Apress, 2012


	Indexes are important. Not only that, they are vastly important. No single structure aids in retrieving data from a

	database more than an index. Indexes represent both how data is stored and the access paths by which data can

	be retrieved from your database. Without indexes, a database is an unordered mess minus the roadmap to find...
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Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Probability (2nd Edition)McGraw-Hill, 2000
Schaum's Outline of Probability, Second Edition, focuses on non-calculus probability theory, making it ideal for humanities and science majors who study practical statistics for problem solving. This popular Schaum's study guide provides new material on descriptive statistics,  hi-square distribution, and more.
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Pro Android GamesApress, 2009
Do you remember landmark games like Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, and Asteroids? Well, here’s an exciting opportunity to build and/or port these games to one of the hottest mobile and netbooks platforms today: Google’s Android.

Pro Android  Games teaches you how to build cool games like Space Blaster and...
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Servlets and JSP: The J2EE Web TierAddison Wesley, 2003
 			Servlets and JavaServer Pages is the first complete guide to building dynamic Java-based Web applications using the new JavaServer Pages 2.0 and Servlets 2.4. Servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSP) provide a robust solution to developing large, complex Web applications, including multiserver...
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